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'One day at a time'
By Cody Stark, Reprinted courtesy of The Huntsville Item

W. Thomas sits on a bench outside the bus
station on 12th Street, grinning as he enjoys
his first cigarette in two years. Thomas served
the past 24 months in a Texas prison for
narcotics charges.

It's Friday morning and Thomas is one of
about 40 former inmates who just walked out
of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice's
Huntsville "Walls" Unit as free men after
paying their debts to society. He's waiting for
the Greyhound bus to show up to take him to
his hometown of Houston where he intends
to begin again.

Thomas hopes to keep the Bradshaw Unit
in Rusk in the rearview mirror.

"Right now I have a lot of family support,"
the 45-year-old said. "I'm going to take it one
day at a time. I'm going to reunite with my
family and we are going to sit down and plan

on how I'm going to proceed with my future."
If numbers say anything, Thomas has

a chance to make it on the outside. Texas
currently boasts one of the lowest recidivism
rates in the nation.

Approximately 21.4 percent of inmates
released from TDCJ return to prison within
three years of being released. That is down
almost 10 percent from 1997.

"While there are a number of factors that
have led to fewer offenders returning to
prison, one of the most significant came in

2007. At that time, the agency faced offender
population projections that would exceed our
capacity," TDCJ spokesman Jason Clark said.

"The Texas Legislature had to decide
whether to invest in building new prisons
(three facilities) or invest in treatment and
alternatives to incarcerations.

Recently released TDCJ inmate D. King, above right, smokes
his first cigarette outside the Supply Store and Greyhound
Bus Station on Friday morning. King waits for the bus with
other former offenders W. Thomas, center, and J. White.
Photo by Joshua Yates/The Huntsville Item

Former offender Granados gives hope to
current students through WSD job expo
' I have been out [of prison] for five years, and it

has been a very emotional day for me, coming
back into a prison environment: the sights,
the smells and the tattoos; it has definitely

been a trip," J. Granados tells offenders while visiting
the Torres Unit in Hondo, Texas.

Granados has returned to prison to speak to current
offenders, and he is intent on
motivating others to succeed
- and change.

A visit back to the Texa'
Department of Criminal
Justice (TDC.J) is difficult
for this former offender:'
however, the terms of his
invitation are exciting. He
has been asked to share Ex-offender J .Granados addresses
information about positive offenders during a WSD career expo
post-release employment presentation, offering inspiration for
opportunities as a part of a successful re-entry into society.
a Job Expo sponsored by
Windham School District (WSD). Businessmen robbery, theft,
and women, including a few former offenders like the situation

Granados, participate in WSD Job Expos statewide
to help offenders find employment. They enter WSD
schools inside the prison system to tell offenders
about current employment opportunities. Since his
release, Granados has been working with Yantis, a
San Antonio construction and land company. He told
job expo participants about his history with Yantis.

"What we do here at a Yantis is help
build homes," he says. "Other people
come in and knock down the trees
for us, and our utility crew comes in
and completes all the underground
plumbing and pipe fixtures, laying
down all the concrete reinforcements.
We manage all the trucking and
transportation services that are an
important part of this enterprise. We
do utilities, concrete, structural, and
asphalt work.

"I am the Safety Manager and
Insurance Claims Controller for
Yantis," he says. "When we have a
accident or injury, I have to process
and get the guy to the hospital.

TIFA celebrates 20 years
of helping families

Association (TIFA) was founded as a result
of a conversation between two brothers...
one in the free world and the other in prison.

Stuart and Sheldon DeLuca concluded that the one
substantial part of the "criminal justice system" that
had no representation, either within the system itself
or in the larger political system, was the families of
offenders. They decided to see if they could remedy the
lack of representation by establishing TIFA. Now, 20
years later, TIFA is celebrating its 20' anniversary.

in 1996, the director of the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice (TDCJ) was approached about TiFA
being a liaison between families and TDCJ. The first
meeting with a TDCJ administrator, a few weeks
after TIFA was formed. was with TDCJ-lnstitutional
Division Director G. Johnson and arranged by Public
Information Officer L. Todd. whom Stuart DeLuca had
known for years. He had no idea what kind of reception
to expect, but was not at all prepared for Johnson's
response. After DeLuca told him about TIFA, his first
words were, "This is great! This is exactly what we
need!" Hours were spent discussing ways that TIFA
could be helpful to TDCJ and vice versa.
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To the editor,

I have just completed the Kairos pro-

gram on the Smith Unit and I just felt

the need to write you about it. I've got
to say your life will be changed by it.
There are so many people who care

and pray for you, not to mention all the

good food. Please consider signing up
for Kairos.

Willie (Woodie) Collins
Smith Unit

To the reader,

Thanks for your comments. We hear

lots of good things about Kairos and all

their volunteers who come and minister

in our TDCJ facilities. We are thankful

for all the thousands of volunteers who

serve our offenders statewide.

To the editor,

I am writing this brief article based on

the adults that I find myself surrounded

by here on this unit. You'd think that be-
ing around 50- and 60-year-olds you'd

find mature men who would have out

grown the bully mentality of a school-

boy. We find ourselves wondering why

society doesn't want us out there. I can

see for myself why many of our fam-

ily members don't want anything to

do with us once we are released from

prison. Many of us still display hostility

towards people on the outside.

Inevitably, repeated actions create

habits. Habits form our character; and

the choices we make expose our char-

acter. Therefore, the habits we create
here in prison will affect our behavior

after we are released. By our behav-
ior and choices we impose boundar-

ies and inflict imprisonment upon

ourselves. It all comes down to the

perception of the situation and how

we choose to live out our lives while

we are in prison. If we change how

we think, then we can change how we

act towards our fellow man inside and

outside of prison. But first we must

stop behaving like adolescents.

James Whitehead
Duncan Unit

To the reader,

Thanks for sharing your observations.

March 2016
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UI/MB denuist

Tips from the Dentist: Persistent bad breath? The number one
cause of bad breath [halitosis] is poor oral hygiene. When the mouth
(gums, teeth, and tongue) is not taken care of, it will allow bacteria to
grow rapidly in the mouth, in crevices in the tongue, as well as between
the teeth and around the gum line. As the bacteria grow, it produces
waste products that have an odor similar to sulfur (the odor of rotten

eggs). As sulfides are released into the mouth, your breath stinks. The

takeaway from this story is this:Proper brushing, flossing, and
scraping or brushing of the tongue usually eliminates halitosis. Perhaps
it's time for a dental check-up and scheduled cleaning.

"Ol

I 1 Unfortunately your current environ-

ment is quite common in the prison set-

ting. Your points are accurate and well

taken. TDCJ offers many opportunities

for a person to change his/her behavior

through the many programs and educa-

tional opportunities available on about

even' unit statewide. I would encour-

age everyone to take advantage of them
while you are here.

To the editor,

A letter in your May 2015 edition

has prompted me to write this let-

ter commending an outstanding PA
here at the Ramsey unit. In Septem-

ber 2014, during my annual physical,

the PA that examined me noticed an

abnormality with my fingernails that
could indicate a problem with my

lungs. After X-rays revealed a spot on
my lung, I was sent to John Sealy in

Galveston. I was diagnosed with lung

cancer, but the PA's compassionate
demeanor lessened my fear.

I underwent surgery to remove a

portion of my lung and after rehab I

was pronounced cancer free by the

oncologist. I thank God that the PA

was a consummate professional and

saved me from the same fate that took

three of my older siblings.

Richard Petrali,
Pack Unit

To the reader,

We continue to receive letters similar

to yours speaking well of the medical

employees at the TDCJ units across the

state. Many kind, compassionate medi-

cal professionals work in JDCJ, and

we are all very thankful for their work

in a very difficult environment. f

To the editor,

Recently 1 took advantage of the op-

portunity afforded to me by TDCJ to

enroll in one of the many self-help pro-
grams available to us....cognitive in-

tervention. For the first time in a long

time, I invested in myself in a positive

way. I'm proud that I started and fin-

ished something other than a prison

sentence.

This would not have been possible

without three important factors; my

Creator, my willingness to change, and

someone to provide the tools necessary

for the success of this process.

Mr. Simmons, my instructor, was a
key element and provided one of those

tools. I've been informed, enlightened

and feel empowered that I, along with

other men and women who have invest-

ed in themselves, can move onward and

upward. Cognitive intervention is not a

cure-all but it is a step in the right direc-

tion on the road to a better life.

Ervin Proctor
Powledge Unit

To the reader,

Thanks for your personal testimony

regarding the Windham School Dis-

trict Cognitive Intervention Program.

We receive many positive comments

about the program. Thanks for rec-

ognizing the instructor -- sometimes

those are thankless jobs. Thanks for

writing The ECHO.
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Dear Darby,

I get mail, but not from who I really
want. It's like I've been forgotten ever
since I got locked down. I know that
when my feet hit the streets that's when
phony homies and little shorty's come
back around. I'm talking about fair
weather friends that kick it with you
when the sun shines on you, but when
the fair weather ends it is over. No-
body out there is screaming free Eloy
like Bun B was screaming Pimp C. All
I hear is that they aren't going to sack
groceries or work at a fast food restau-
rant when they get out. Darb, I would
sweep the floor at McDonald's if I had
to. I'll be back on top in due time. Time
waits for no one.

Eloy Ramos
Wallace Unit

Dear Eloy,

Dude, realfriends are few and far be-

tween Pappy used to say that a per-

son is truly blessed if they can count

their real friends on both hands by the

end of their life. Just know that ulti-

mately nobody has your back like you

and the man above do. One good thing

about doing time is that it cuts through

the clutter of shallow relationships and

shows you who really cares. Keep your

head up, work on making your time

productive and you'll land solidly on

your feet when you walk out the door

Dear Darby,

Nicole Tipton
San Saba Unit

Dear Nicole,

Honey, even if you long-way dis-

charge your sentence, 10 years ISN'T

the rest of your life I've done over

three times that, and I'm still kickin'

(Gettin'a little grey, and I can't run up

and down the basketball court like I

used to, but that's a different story)! Ni-

cole, the key to successfully doing your

sentence is to take it one day at a time,

while doing things which make your

stay in TDCJ productive. If you have a

problem with drugs and alcohol, check

out the substance abuse programs, such

as AA/NA, available on your unit. The

chaplaincy has good programs, too,

along with the educational programs

offered by the Windham School District

and colleges.

Planning is crucial: What thinking

and behaviors resulted in your incar-

ceration? How are you going to change

them? What do you want to accomplish

in the next month, six months and year?

Make a plan, then go over your plan at

the beginning of each month to see if

your ship is sailing in the direction you

want to go. They say a journey of 1,000

miles starts with one step, and doing

time is similar ifyou take it day-by-day

- before you know it, you'll be headin'

back to the house a better (and hope-

fully wiser) woman. Good luck!

Reentry and Integration
Division explains TCOOMMI

reentry program
The Reentry and Integration Division would like offenders to know that the Texas

Correctional Office on Offenders with Medical or Mental Impairments (TCOOMMI)

has 10 special needs reentry case manager positions located at select units: Carole,

Young, Crain, Duncan, Estelle, Hospital Galveston, Hughes, Jester IV, Michael, Skyview,

Montford.

Should you have a significant or terminal medical condition and/or have a severe

and persistent mental illness, TCOOMMI services will be offered during reentry case

planning through the Texas Risk Assessment System (TRAS) prior to your release on
supervision. The TRAS is a tool to decide the proper level of supervision and also to detect

any identified barriers in which assistance can be provided. It is important to know that
offenders do not have to release on supervision to receive TCOOMMI services.

If you are determined eligible for TCOOMMI services prior to release, a special needs

case manager can:

" Assist you in submitting benefit applications prior to release;

" Work with unit medical staff and TCOOMMI human service specialists for post-

release continuity of care needs and

- Assist in obtaining birth certificates and other identification documents prior to

release.

The Texas legislature recognized the need to enhance continuity of care for offenders
with severe and persistent mental illness and expanded the criteria for those eligible to

receive TCOOMMI continuity of care and case management through the local mental

health authorities.

To receive TCOOMMI mental health services in the community through a local
mental health authority, an offender must be on community supervision and have one or

more of the following diagnoses:

1. anxiety disorder

2. delusional disorder

3. major depressive disorder
4. post-traumatic stress disorder

5. psychotic disorder

6. schizoaffective disorder, including bipolar and depressive types

7. any other diagnosed mental health disorder that is severe and persistent in nature.

For offenders who are releasing on flat discharge, special needs case managers cannot

make a referral to the local mental health authority but can provide information to the

offenders on where to access mental health services once released.

If assigned to a unit not listed above, contact a reentry case manager for a TCOOMMI

referral to see if your significant medical or mental health needs qualify for TCOOMMI

services prior to release. 4

The ECHO is seeking offenders to assist in pu blishing The ECHO.
How are you? I am going to cut to

the chase. I am currently four months
into serving a 10-year sentence and I
am questioning if this is how I'm going
to spend the rest of my life (incarcer-
ated). This is not my first time in pris-
on. I[was out only eight months before
I found myself rolling through Wood-
man again. I have been hard on myself
and even reached out to the big man
above. I've never done time with God
before and it seems like this has been
harder for me. I'm 24 years old and I
don't want to spend my life in prison. I
need to have some structure or feel like
I can make it through life. Can you give
me some advice? Is it normal to feel in-
stitutionalized after spending roughly

We are seeking workers to work in an office environment

creating a newspaper read by more than 150,000 offenders.

Applicants should have a positive attitude and work well with

others. The ECHO prefers workers to have experience in similar

or related work in the free world or in TDCJ.

STAFF WRITER
Job duties include writing articles and stories on various topics;

typing; editing and performing general clerk responsibilities.

Preferences:
" Experience in journalism/publishing or a degree in journalism

or related field.
" A strong knowledge of grammar, punctuation and news

writing styles is required.

" The ability to type 40 words per minute is preferred.

REQUIREMENTS:
Applicants must meet the following requirements - those

who do not will automaticaly be screened out.

Offender must:
* Be classified as a G2 custody status.

. Be willing to relocate to the Wynne Unit in Huntsville, Texas.

" H aveD O history of convictions involving aggressive sexual acts.

" Have no history of convictions involving kidnapping.
. Have no history of institutional disciplinary cases involving

aggressive sexual acts.

SH ave no major discipUnary fractions within the past 12 months,
" Have no history o secuty precaution designators.

interested applicants may send an 1-60 with
qualfca ton s to-

Manain g Editor

The ECHO
Windham Administration Bldg.

Wynne Unit
Huntsville, Texas

3March 2016
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one of the contributing writersI recently read something 
fromfor The ECHO about women's

sports and it got me to thinking
about their growing influence. From
the inception of Title IX to today,
the role of women in the world of
sports has grown and continues to
grow. For years the only roles open
to women in sports were as athletes
and occasionally as coaches of female
teams. The world of administration
was largely reserved for their male
counterparts.

Today, in addition to competing,
women are making strides in other
areas of the sports world. Jen Walters
made history during the 2014 National
Football League (NFL) season when
she worked as an assistant coach for
the Oakland Raiders. Another female
making advances in coaching circles
is Becky Hammons, the superstar
point guard of the Women's National
BasketballAssociation (WNBA),who
served as an assistant coach for the
San Antonio Spurs of the National
Basketball Association (NBA) during
the 2014-2015 season. She then
coached the organization's summer
league team to that league's title.

Women continue to play and play
extremely well. Serena Williams had
one of the great years in sports in
2015 as she continued to dominate
tennis winning the first three Grand
Slams of the season (Australian Open;
French Open; Wimbledon) and falling
in the semi-finals of the United States
Open to Roberta Vinci. There have
only been three women who have
won the calendar year Grand Slam:
Maureen Connolly in 1953, Margaret
Smith Court in 1970 and Steffi Graf
in 1988.

Women are also making their
impact felt in sports that have been
dominated by men. Danica Patrick
burst on the auto racing scene in
2005 when she won the Indianapolis
500 Rookie of the Year award after
a fourth place finish in the race,
which is still the highest finish for
any female driver in the historic race.

She went on to cement her place in
Indy car racing by becoming the first
female driver to win a race when she
won the Japan 300. Now competing
on the NASCAR circuit she continues
to break barriers and serve as a role
model for other young women who
may want to pursue careers that have
historically been closed to females.
While she is not the first female
to compete in either series, she is
definitely the most successful female
driver.

Women are also making strides
in the area of sports broadcasting
as well, where once female sports
reporters were mainly relegated to
the sidelines giving injury reports
and doing halftime and end of game
interviews. Now women are doing
play by play as well as studio work.
Jessica Mendoza, who was a star
player on the University of Arizona
softball team and a stalwart on two
Olympic softball teams, was recently
hired by ESPN to bring her knowledge
of the game as a studio analyst on
their 'Baseball Tonight' program.

The success of the few women
mentioned in this article is the result
of dreams and hard work. We can
learn some valuable lessons from
these women, those mentioned and
many, many others. They had a dream
and they worked extremely hard to
make that dream come true. Having a
desire to do something is only half the
battle; we also have to be willing to
work to make that dream come true.
When they encountered naysayers,
they did not allow their pessimism
to destroy dreams. When we get out,
there are going to be people that tell
us that we can't do something simply
because no one else they have ever
known has ever done that. We would
not allow anyone to deter us from our
criminal activities, so why would we
allow them to deter us from pursuing
our new dreams and aspirations?
These women would not accept no for
an answer, and neither should we. Be
a trail blazer, not a path follower. 4

wc,
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The sports view:

Women in sports
William Hill, Staff Writer
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Laughter is good
for the soul

Jennifer loon. Contributing Writer

here's an old video I used to watch
after particularly long work days.
I never grew tired of it. The title
was "Pearl." The video begins

with Will Farrell discussing his day with a
friend in his kitchen. There's a loud knock
on the door. Will says, "Oh man, it's my
landlord Pearl and I'm late with the rent
money"! "His friend responds, "I'm out of
here, she's nasty and mean." Will says, "Let
me try to talk to her." He opens the door
nervously, and begins pleading, "Look
Pearl, I'm doing my best." The next shot
shows a little two-year-old girl yelling,
"You late! Where's the money?"

I must have watched that dozens of times.
Laughter is rather unique to humans.

Other animals may sound like they are
laughing; we however, actually experience
humor and express this through laughter.
Humor is, of course, that which is funny or

comical. We all find different things funny.
I know many people who want to roll their

eyes when I want to watch "Bridesmaids"
again, but I think there's something all
humans share. I read once that humor is
about humility. How so? I think it means
that we can acknowledge that our lives are
ripe with imperfections and paradoxes.
Our expectations are suddenly and
randomly disrupted. We are startled by
the 250-pound guy named Crusher who
says hello in a voice that sounds like Bette
Midler, or when our child asks during
checkout at the grocery store why the
cashier has a face like a fish? Wonderful
diversions from our expectations!

With all things, we should balance our
humor. We often tease each other about
imperfections, but we know too much
of this is just mean-spirited, flowing
from insecurities. We can all agree that
a healthy sense of humor is important to
our wellbeing. It helps relieve stress and
tension. Humor keeps us grounded in
humility. We are reminded that we are just
human. Our ability to laugh is equal to our
ability to remain humble and forgiving of
the mistakes we have made. Share a laugh
with someone today! 4I
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Mistakes:
Stumbling blocks or stepping stones?

William Hill, Staff Writer

A l of us have made our fair share of mistakes. Some more oftenthan others, and some more serious than others, but we all
make them. The measure of a successful life is not defined by
not making mistakes. It is defined by how we respond to the

mistakes we do make.
History is full of examples of people who failed at first but then went on to

become very successful with the rest of their lives. One of the most famous
failures in United States history would have to be that of Abraham Lincoln,
the sixteenth President of the United States. Lincoln was defeated in 1832
in his bid for the Illinois state legislature, and in 1858, he lost to Stephen A.
Douglas in his campaign for the United States Senate. Lincoln didn't allow
these setbacks to define him or his legacy. He knew who he was and what he
wanted to accomplish, and he continued to pursue those goals.

Lincoln isn't alone in turning failures into success. Thomas Edison, who
among other things, invented the light bulb, had many more failures then
successes. After failing repeatedly in his efforts to come up with a light bulb
that worked, he is famously quoted telling his detractors that he had not failed,
but instead "discovered 1,000 ways how not to make an electric light bulb." His
attitude was not one of pessimism, but of optimism, and he would eventually
achieve his goal.

Lincoln could easily have left the political arena after his defeats and gone
back to his life as a successful lawyer in Illinois and still had a great life, but he
would not have gone down as one of the greatest presidents this country has ever
had. Likewise, Edison could have stopped his experiments with electricity after
failing so many times, but he believed in his vision and continued while others
doubted him. Both Lincoln and Edison had the attitude that no matter what,
they were not going to allow failures to turn into stumbling blocks. Instead they

No regrets

As I sit on the rec yard enjoying the cool breeze, the first respite from

the relentless heat, I am disturbed by the conversations at the table
to my left. A young pregnant woman pounds her fist on the table
in excitement as she reflects on her recent past life of hustling and

using drugs. "I can't wait to get out and have my baby!" she exclaims, "Then I

can get high again." All I could think is wow; someone should really talk to her.

I was taken back to nine years ago when I sobered up just in time for my

both used them as stepping stones to greatness.
These are the same qualities that we need to cultivate in ourselves as we

begin to transition back into society. We have made our mistakes, and we
are paying for it. Now it's time to get busy turning these past failures into
future successes.

Most of us must change the way we think about the life we live on the
outside. We finally realize that the life we lived out there isn't worth the
price of coming to prison and decide we are tired of this life. We have to
start thinking differently. The old saying "I'm sick and tired of being sick
and tired" is the attitude that we may need to adopt as our new motto. When
I hear someone in here say that he is going right back to what he was doing
when he got arrested, I think to myself, that's a person on his way back to
prison before he even gets out.

Changing our mindset to be a success in society has got to start while we are
in here. Most of the people who get out and stay out develop a game plan of
what they want to accomplish after their release - while still in prison. When
we have a blueprint for what we want to do, it is much easier to stick with that
plan - especially when things don't happen the way we expect or according to
our timetable. Lincoln and Edison didn't plan on having all the setbacks that
they had, but the key in both of their lives is that they did not let setbacks stop
them. We need to develop that same type of single-minded determination in
our efforts to stay out of prison.

Simply put, it comes down to this: Do you want to be a success or another
statistic? Are you going to allow this experience to define who you are, or,
like Lincoln and Edison, are you going to turn this potential stumbling block
into a stepping stone? 4

Deiccre McDowfld
Carole Young Unit

daughter to be born. As I watched her finish her bottle, she reached her tiny
fingers towards my face and I thought about how perfect she was. I was
perfectly flawed in every way. I couldn't wait to get high now that she was born.

Two months later I'm 30 pounds lighter and the dark circles under my eyes
are an indicator of why I would soon stand before a judge and caseworker
to determine the placement of my child. It was during the third supervised
visit with my daughter at the Child Protective Services (CPS) office when my
childless cousin showed up to offer her support.

I once again looked down into the big brown eyes of open forgiveness and
unconditional love that were a part of my daughter's innocence. It terrified me!
Then I looked over at my cousin's untainted life of good choices. She wanted
nothing more than a chance at what I had been so freely given, yet taken for
granted: Motherhood. My daughter deserved so much more than I could ever
give her. It would only be a matter of time before my unwillingness to change
would taint her perfection. I knew that I needed to save her from the dangers
of my transgressions by letting her go. To continue holding on felt selfish, and
I was tired of being selfish. I handed her small squirming body to my deserving
cousin as a tear slipped from my eye. "I want you to adopt her," I said.

Nine years later I am back to the present reality on the rec yard thinking
of the many mistakes I've made that led to regrets. Then I remember the
wise choice 1 made after a series of mistakes that prevented what could have
potentially been the ultimate regret. Who knows what would have become of
my daughter had I dragged her through my bad choices? Life is too short to be
stubborn, learning everything from trial and error. That's why we must also
learn from the mistakes of others. Every test has a testimony. I tell this truth
without shame in hopes that others wouldn't have to live with regrets. I turned
to the pregnant woman on my left and said, "Excuse me miss, do you mind if
1 tell you a story?" 4
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Trinity Valley Community College

assists reform through education
Quincy Patterson

Beto Unit ReporterCollege has been an valuableopportunity for offenders
for 47 years. In 1969,
Trinity Valley Community

College (TVCC) started college courses
on the Coffield Unit with 20 students.
Now TVCC has educated thousands of
inmates in northeast Texas. It provides
education for the surrounding units,
including Beto, Coffield, Michael and
Powledge. On the Beto Unit, 225 men
are enrolled in college courses. With all
four units combined, there are about
616 men enrolled in TVCC, according to
enrollment coordinator D. Handorf.

TVCC provides flexible options so
higher education is attainable and
affordable. For example, inmates whose
test scores are not high enough for
college level academic courses can take
development classes to help bring scores
up. TVCC provides developmental
courses at no charge. The enrollment
coordinator also has college study guides
he lends out to those who are willing to
enroll in college or to bring test scores
up. All college textbooks are furnished
without charge while taking courses.
There are always deals for those who
do not qualify for reimbursement, such
as pay for one course and get the next

one free of charge. Many inmates meet
the qualifications for grants. Others like
myself have utilized the reimbursement
plan, which allows offenders to pay once
released from prison. Varieties of college
vocational courses are also available to
prepare students for future careers, and
TVCC offers the Associate of Applied
Science degree.

B. Pennington, who graduated from
TVCC with highest honors and a 4.0
grade point average, said, "I have
noticed that successful people possess
three solid characteristics: purpose,
motivation and knowledge. Purpose
gives you a target, motivation gives you
the drive and knowledge gives you the
ability. Therefore, successful people are
made anywhere, even behind bars. This
is what TVCC did for me and does for
many others, because it provides us with
purpose, motivation and knowledge,
giving broken men an aim, a drive and
an ability to become successful."

TVCC enrollment coordinator D.
Handorf, who has been with TVCC
for more than 12 years, said, "Trinity
Valley Community College provides a
combination of employable vocational
skills that, when coupled with academic
courses made available, allow for

As a result, TIFA was granted permission to send literature
to the units, and Johnson sent a letter to all 105 wardens
instructing them to allow TIFA members to place literature in
visitation centers. Since then, TIFA has been instrumental in
improving the communication between families and TDCJ.

"TIFAmaintains a cooperative working relationship with the
TDCJ, and is respected by the Board of Criminal Justice and by
the Board of Pardons and Paroles," said TIFA Executive Director
J. Erschabek. She said TIFA works with TDCJ staff and families
to identify and solve problems concerning inmate health care,
visitation, mail issues, grievance procedures, prison violence,
mental health management, program placement, transfers,
visitation and parole.

TIFA's name is somewhat misleading, as the group is concerned
not only with the families of prison inmates, but with families of
all persons convicted of serious crimes in Texas, whether they
are under community supervision or parole, or attempting to re-
enter society as productive, law-abiding citizens.

TIFA chapters provide a safe, secure environment for families
to connect and share with those in similar circumstances.
Connecting families during the incarceration of a loved one can
provide critical information and support and mitigate feelings
of isolation and hopelessness. Through chapter meetings, their
website, newsletters, and their Facebook page, TIFA educates
not only family members but also others in the community
about issues involving incarceration. Policies and practices are
constantly changing in the Texas prison system, and families
struggle to keep up with the changes.

"TIFA also works to train family members to become effective
advocates, empowering them to participate in the legislative
process," Erschabek said. Consistent input from families in
criminal justice reformdebatesenhancessupport for alternatives
to incarceration, improved conditions of confinement, parole
reform, and the removal of barriers to reentry.

"Today the political climate is changing, and our country is

completion of an associate of applied
science degree. When learned and
applied, these vocational and academic
skills combined prepare the completer
to enter the work force and should be
the beginning of a life change toward
success by an improvement in the
decision-making process."

Long-term benefits that college
education provides for inmates include
a wider range of career opportunities,
knowledge and freedom. The more
education one has, the more likely
he is to appeal to an employer who is
hiring for quality job positions. College
vocational courses are also respected by
many career industries. Also, statistics
have been evaluated by a TDCJ audit,
the Windham School District Self-
Evaluation Report and Texas Board
of Pardons and Paroles, revealing that
educational programs lower the rate of
recidivism. This proves that the more
education offenders attain, the greater
their chance at being successful and not
coming back to prison. This is one of
the great things about our nation: even
offenders can start over by attaining a
college education. College in prison is an
amazing opportunity that no one should
let pass by. 4

becoming aware of the need for criminal justice reform and
responding to it. Legislative leaders are talking openly about
the need to be smart on crime, to rely on incarceration as a last
resort for offenders who are too violent to be allowed back into
the community. Evidence has accumulated that community-
based treatment programs for offenders on probation or parole
are more effective and vastly less expensive than long-term
imprisonment," Erschabek said.

"Whatever progress we can claim has been at most a prelude;
we have a long way to go," she said. "There will always be families
and friends with loved ones in Texas' criminal justice system
who need our support. TIFA must continue to work and grow
and be a leader in order to bring attention to the affects that the
criminal justice system has on our families and communities.
Our work will never be done."

If an offender's family wishes to join TIFA, they can find
information online at TIFA.org and through Facebook. The
mailing address is P.O. Box 300220, Austin, TX, 78703.

TIFA has also scheduled parole packet workshops for 2016. For
registration and more information, visit the website at TIFA.org
or call the TIFA phone line at 512-371-0900 and leave a message.
The cost to attend is $50 for members and $85 for nonmembers
(which includes a membership; scholarships are available).

Workshop Dates:
Saturday May 21, 2016,1-4 p.m., Conroe
Saturday July 16, 2016, San Antonio
TIFA is a non-profit

organization that works
to break the cycle of
crime by strengthening
families through support,
education and advocacy. 4

Free fan
from TX-CURE

- How to get one -

If you have oeen indigent for six
months or more, you may qualify
for a FREE fan from TX-CURE.
Follow these simple instructions
to apply for a fan:

1. Write an I-60 request to:
TDCJ-CID TRUST FUND,
P.O. Box 6o, Huntsville, TX,
77342

Inmate Trust Cure Fan

I would like to get a fan from
TX-CURE.

Name
TDCJ#

Unit

2. The Trust Fund will then
forward the request to:

TX-CURE Fan Project
P.O.Box 38381
Dallas, TX 75238-0383
Your request must be dated

Jan. 1, 2016, through June 30,
2016.

Send only the request.

3. Wait patiently. The
Fan Project works from
donations only. If you do not
get a fan this year, you can
request one next year if you
are still indigent.

4. You may request a fan
between Jan. 1, 2016 and June
30, 2016. No earlier, no later.
The rule is one fan per prisoner,
even if yours gets broken, stolen,
confiscated or if you received a fan
under a previous TDCJ number.
TDCJ keeps accurate records,
so please don't apply for a fan if
you've received one in the past.
Protect your property papers.
Report a malfunctioning new fan
to Unit Property. If you do not
receive a fan this year, try again
next year.

Mike Jewell, Director
Cheri Ledbetter, Fan Project
Joan Covici, Secretary
Dallas Office (214) 348-0293
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SnickersIwas lying on my bunk in
the middle of the day in the
sweltering heat, struck by
hunger pains clawing at the

inner lining of my stomach. It will
be another two hours before we get
herded to chow. I think to myself,
I can make it until then, I'll drink
water to curb my appetite. I drank
the water, but it didn't do the trick.

I need something sweet. No, I
can't do that, I've done so well with
my diet, not only that, I'm sure that
my locker or "me cajon," as my good
Mexican amigos call it, is empty of
anything sweet. But just in case, 1
will look. So I start to rifle through
my sparse cajon knowing I won't
find anything better than peanut
butter as a snack. I need something
with a more sugary kick. Then as I'm
sifting through my cajon, I see it.
It's hidden a bit. A brown wrapper
with the beautiful word "Snickers"
on the label.

Snickers-the ultimate powerhouse
of candy bars. I must have squirreled
it back fora rainy day. I swiftly closed
me cajon with my treasure inside. I
then passed a motion to abandon my
diet for one day. I will make it up later
with extra running, push-ups, sit-ups
and dips, on my revolving credit diet
plan (eat now pay later).

I started to think about my new
best friend named Snickers. I knew
that when I brought it out to eat,
other inmates would sniff it out
like little cockroaches to a crumb,
wanting just a small bite. It's an
unwritten inmate code to share
sweets when you have them. But
today is different. I'm not sharing.

i

larcelo A. forales
Belo Unit

No, not today. It's all mine, my
precious Snickers.

I'm determined to conceal my
gluttony and devour my pretty
little candy bar. I scan the tank
with squinted eyes of distrust. I
know that I'm surrounded by men
who will come begging if they see
that I didn't include them in on my
candy bar treat. The consequences
could be a longer wait on inmate-
to-inmate services like laundry or
hair cuts. I may even get black-
balled from future sweet eating
gatherings, but I'm willing to risk it
all. I'm going rogue!

I'm ready. I looked around the
tank with a sneaky grin and slowly
reach for the Snickers, careful not
to give off any sign of deception.
I tore open the wrapper like
Charlie from Willie Wonka and the
chocolate factory, when he opened
his first candy bar. I didn't care
about being found out. I stuffed my
face, indulging in all the wonderful
sugary fat grams, delicious milk
chocolate, peanut butter, caramel
and nougat. My mouth is stuffed
with my tasty treat, cheeks bulging
like a fat chipmunk. The package
is correct: a Snickers satisfies. All
that is left is an empty wrapper on
the floor.

I lay on my back with my hands
comfortably clasped behind my
head and a cheeky smile on my face.
Lovely images of sharing delicious
sweets in the free world with friends
and family go through my mind. Ahh,
even in prison, eating a Snickers is a
sweet experience. 4

Prison Rape Elimination Act Ombudsman (2015 revision) Acta de Eliminaci6n de Violaci6n en Prision Ombudsman
In 2007, the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) Ombudsman was established by the

8oth Legislature (Texas GoyernmentCode 501.171-.178) and wasappointed by the Texas
Board of Criminal Justice (TBCJ). The PREA Ombudsman office was created to provide
offenders, family and friends of offenders, and the general public with an independent
office to report sexual abuse and sexual harassment occurring in Texas Department of
Criminal Justice (TDC.J) correctional facilities. The PREA Ombudsman also provides
a confidential avenue for offenders to report sexual abuse and sexual harassment and
ensures impartial resolution of complaints and inquiries related to allegations of sexual
abuse and sexual harassment. The PREA Ombudsman reports directly to the TBCJ
Chairman and may be contacted at the following address:

PREA Ombudsman P.O.Box 99 Huntsville, Texas 77342
TDCJ has a "zero tolerance" for all forms of sexual abuse and sexual harassment of

offenders. Offenders knowledgeable about offender-on-offender or staff-on-offender sex ual
abuse or sexual harassment that occurs within a TDCJ correctional facility are encouraged
to immediately report the allegation to the facility administration, PREA Ombudsman or
the Office of Inspector General. Offenders may remain anonymous upon request. 4

En el 2007, el Acta de Eliminaci6n de Violacion en Prision (PREA) Ombudsman fue establecido
por la 8oa Legislatura (Cdigo de Gobiemo de Texas 501.171-.178) y flue nombrado por la Junta
de Justicia Criminal de Texas (TBCJ). La oficina PREA Ombudsman fue creada para proporcionar
a los ofensores, familia y amigos de ofensores, v al publico en general con una oficina independiente
para reportar el abuso sexual y el acoso sexual que ocurre en los establecimientos correccionales del
Departamento de Justicia Criminal de Texas (TDCJ). El PREA Ombudsman tambien proporciona una
«ia confidential para que los ofensores reporten el abuso sexual y acoso sexual v asegura resoluci6n
impartial de las denuncias y consultas relacionadas con las acusaciones de abuso sexual y acoso sexual.
El PREA Ombudsman reporta directamEnte al presidente de TBCJ puede ser contactado en la
siguiente direcci6n:

PREA Ombudsman P.O. Box 99 Huntsville, Texas 77342
El TDCJ tiene una politica de "cero toletancia" para todas las formas de abuso sexual y acoso sexual

de ofensores. Ofensores con conocimiento acerca de un abuso sexual o acoso sexual de un ofensora otro
ofensor, ode un empleado a un ofensor queocurre dentro de un establecimiento correcional de TDC J se
les recomienda haccr inmcdiatamcntc ladenuncia ala administration de la unidad, PREAOmbudsman
o a la Oficina del Inspector General. Los ofensores pueden pennanecer anonimos al solicitarlo. 4

Editor's Note: 7he.folio
information was provid
TDCJ Risk Managemen

Frostbite
Wind chill can cause a rap

heat loss and frostbite, the fr
body tissues. F-rostbite can
15 minutes or less at wind chi
of 18 below zero or lower. 4
can be at an increased risk tof
because of factors such as exh
hunger and dehydration,
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against cold.

Watch for the following sy
of frostbite:

" cold, white and hard skin;
* pain;
" itching;

" loss of feeling in the affecte
" spots or blotches on skin;
" swelling and blistering;
" skin becomes red and blotc
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" tissue loss, depending
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Hypothermia
Hypothermia is a co
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wing prolonged loss of body heat, begins

ed by when a person's body temperature
falls below 95 degrees. Because
the temperature drop may be
gradual and an early symptom of
hypothermia is mental confusion,

pid body the victim may not know a problem
eezing of exists. If one's body continues
occur in to lose heat, involuntary shivers
ill values begin. This reaction is the body's
ffenders way to produce more heat and
frostbite is usually the first real warning
iaustion, sign of hypothermia. Further heat

whichlt
defenses oss produces speech difficulty,

forgetfulness, loss of manual

mptoms dexterity, collapse and finally
death.

Some offenders can be at an
increased risk to hypothermia if they
have predisposing health conditions
or take certain medications.

d area; Some of these conditions include
cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
hypertension, poor physical

hy when condition, poor diet, and/or
advanced age.
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hypothermia symptoms:
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ndition, " shallow breathing and
onstrict - a pinkish tint to the skin.
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Tales of a six year old
John Odus Rodgers

Connally Unit

summer of '69. Some called it "The Summer of Love;" but whatI t was the best of times, it was the worst of times. It was the
did I know - I was only six years old and going to California.

The war was still going on in Vietnam, but Dad was already out of the
Army by then. He was old. He was old even before I was born. Or so it seemed to
a six year old.

I remember Dad working all the time for the local telephone company. It seemed
as if he never was at home. I do remember going fishing on the weekends and
church on Sundays with Pa-Pa and Granny.

We got our first color TV that year. Wow! I would be able to watch the
moon landing in color! Big let down. How the heck was I to know they used
black and white film? After all, I was only six years old.

Dad came home from work one Friday evening and announced we were all
going on a family vacation. I was confused. Up until then, I had never been
on a vacation, or even knew what one was. Dad tried to explain it to me.
To the best of my understanding, you pack up a lot of stuff from home-
sweet-home, you drive for a long, long time, and you live somewhere
else for a week or two. Strange concept. All I knew was, we were going to
California to see Dad's sister, Aunt Minnie. While Woodstock was still
going on over at Yasgur's farm, we were heading in the other direction.
California here we come!

Dad loaded up the '65 Oldsmobile Delta 88 with all our vacation
supplies, suit cases, maps, water, food, Mom, me and my baby sister
Terri, and away we went. We left Gatesville on a bright, sunny June
afternoon and headed west towards Hamilton, Texas. Sid White's
was on the way to Hamilton. His auto body shop was just a couple
miles past Evergreen. That's where Pa-Pa and Granny McFarlin lived,
and it's where we went to church on Sundays at Evergreen Baptist Church.

At Sid's place, we were parked out by the old glass-topped gas pumps, and I really
needed to use the bathroom. I ran into the shop for the bathroom, and to this day, I
can still remember the smell of Bondo. There were posters that said, "See the USA in
your Chevrolet," but we were in an Oldsmobile and going to California!

On the road again, we drove for what seemed like a gazillion miles and finally
crossed the Texas-New Mexico border. Never being on a vacation before, I had
never seen a mountain, except on our new color TV. Snow-capped mountains in
June - what kind of madness is this? I remember the winding roads, the snow and
the trees. I just knew for sure we were going to fall off the side of the mountain. It
must have been a hundred miles to the bottom. Or so it seemed to a six year old.

Well, by no small miracle, we all survived New Mexico and drove on into
Arizona, and the desert, and the sand, and the cactus, and the rocks. And did
I mention the sand? What kind of strange planet have we landed on? Mars?
We were somewhere west of Flagstaff, and Dad and Mom decided we should
have a picnic. Not a good idea. We found a place to pull over, got everything
set-up, and...sandstorm! We tried this at least three more times. Guess what?

Sandstorm three more times! As a six year old, this little adventure gave me a
whole new meaning to the word "sandwich."

The Vegas Strip. Bright lights, big city. No, not this time. It must have been
around eleven a.m. when we drove through, and the town was still asleep, so Terri
and I decided it was a good time for a nap. I don't know how long we had slept,
but as we were waking up, Mom said, "You kids look out the window." And there
it was, right in front of us.

The California border station. It was kind of scary to a six year old. There
were all these big men in uniforms standing by the roadblocks, sticking
their heads in the car windows, asking questions about fruits and veggies.
I guess in California they want you to eat all the fruits and veggies they
grow there instead of bringing them into the s:ate from elsewhere.

Anyway, being the helpful little Boy Scout I was, I told the nice man
that we had bananas in the back. Big mistake - I was so full of
bananas, I thought I would bust. Only then were we allowed to
cross the border into California.

Welcome to California! We finally made it. The Promised
Land. The Golden State. The end of the rainbow. Little did
I know it was still a long ways to go. San Francisco and Aunt

Minnie's house was still a lifetime away to a six year old. Once
we got to Aunt Minnie's house, we would have to decide what to
do for fun. Me, being the rock and roll rascal that I am, voted for

the Rolling Stones concert at Altamont. Terri, on the other hand,
voted for the zoo. Looking back, I guess the zoo was the better choice.

I don't remember seeing any Hell's Angels hanging around that day we
were at the zoo.

Crossing the Golden Gate Bridge in the car with Aunt Minnie is a horror I will
never forget: A cigarette hanging from her lip, driving like a woman possessed by
the devil himself, and cussing like a sailor. All this happening at over 70 mph and
what looked to be over a thousand feet to the water. Thank God we all arrived in
Oakland in one piece, and me with a whole new vocabulary.

Months later we were all back home again. Dad was back at work as usual. Mom
was doing all the stuff Moms do. Terri and I were watching Batman on our new
color TV. The show was interrupted and they were talking about a bad man in
California named Charles Manson. I don't think we met him, but he might have
been at the zoo when I was there. I'm not sure what all he did, but I am sure Aunt
Minnie would have cussed him out for it. When the show came back on, Batman
and his side-kick, Robin, had saved the day. The Joker was not happy about it, but
me and Terri were. We were so happy, we decided to take a nap and dream about
going back to California. 4

The significance of quotes
Criselda Casca, Mountain View UnitI f I said the word "quote" what wouldbe your first thought? Would you be

interested? Bored?
I once thought quotes were uninteresting

and boring, until I opened my eyes to the hidden
wisdom found in quotes.

Consider Helen Keller. Can you imagine living
in a world of darkness and silence? This was the
reality she knew. As an infant, she contracted
an infectious illness that left her blind and deaf
after recovery. Helen increasingly grew frustrated
and angry as she got older because she couldn't
communicate with the world around her. Her
family felt helpless because they didn't understand
her when she tried.

That all changed when her family hired Anne
Sullivan. She was a relentless teacher who was
devoted to instructing Helen to communicate with
hand signs. Overcoming the severity of physical

handicaps gave Helen the opportunity to go to
college and write several books.

Helen Keller wrote, "I cannot do everything, but
still I can do something; I will not refuse to do
something that I can do."

Helen's life teaches us that limitations don't
diminish our value as a person.

Now travel back in time to Holland, 1942. Adolph
Hitler and the Schutzstaffel brought terror into the
lives of Jews. No longer could Jewish kids hang
out at parks, swimming pools, movie theatres or
any public area. To be summoned by the SS meant
never seeing your family again. Anne Frank, a
13-year-old Jewish girl, personally witnessed
the terror of the police when her sister was
summoned. Immediately, the Franks and another
family went into hiding for two years. Eventually
they were discovered and sent to the camps where
all perished except her father.

Anne wrote in her famous diary, "Think of all the
beauty that's still left in and around you and be
happy."

Reflecting on these words, I realize beauty can
be seen if one lets go of self-pity.

Eleanor Roosevelt was First Lady during World
War II. She was one of the first presidential wives
involved in social activism and reform.

Mrs. Roosevelt wrote, "No one can make you feel
inferior without your consent. Never give it."

Her words inspire us to believe in ourselves and
never allow another to degrade us.

Some quotes are insights drawn from the darkest
wells of human experience. These insights become
like a refreshing drink of wisdom. Take a look at
your own life experiences; maybe one day someone
will quote you. 4
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The haunted heart
Criselda Casas,

Mountain View UnitThe adults would whisper things such as, "She was in thecar when her mother died. She obviously suffers from
survivor's guilt. The child is morbid, dressed all in black and even
had the audacity to dye her strawberry blonde hair black. My brother

Nick says she's grieving in her own way. Bah; complete nonsense."
Savy sat on the couch flipping channels, thinking, "They act like I don't

exist." Every word she heard was like a kick to the shins and it infuriated her.
Her Dad's older sisters Letti and Melinda were rude gossipmongers.

"The child needs anger management and intense counseling," Letti said.
Savy muted the television and stood facing the two adults. Only

then did the adults become silent. "I am not a child. I am
16-years-old and don't pretend to know what I need
when you don't even take the time to get to
know me," she said.

"Bravo, child, but no one was speaking
to you," gasped Letti. The adults began
talking once again.:

Dismissed, Savy tapped her foot out
of anger. Grabbing her laptop, she
headed toward the door.

"Where do you think you're going?"
asked Melinda.

"Out," she answered.
"That is not an answer, Savy,"

shouted Melinda.
Ignoring her, she overheard Letti say, "I

think she caused her Mother's death," as she
walked out the door.

Tears rolled down her face as the knife twisted a.
little deeper in her heart. How she wished she would die.
She went to the backyard and sat on the grass. Opening the laptop she
saw the app for "Scrabble", her Mom's favorite game. Slamming the laptop
closed she laid on her back. Closing her eyes, she thought, "I'll be in Texas
away from old biddies who don't know how to mind their own business." Her
father owned a successful chain of restraunts. He would be opening one in a
small Texas town.

The cafeteria was crowded. Savy held her tray looking for a seat. She sat at a
empty table in the back. A cacophony of whispers drifted to her from around
the room, "Where is she from? You ask her? No way, she's a freak, dressed all
in black like she's going to a funeral." She felt alone in the midst of a crowd. It
felt like she was drowning in her sorrow with no one to throw her a lifeline of
friendship. She ate the food on her tray but tasted nothing; she was alone with
only thoughts of her mother.

Finishing she dumped her tray and headed for her locker. The hall was
unusually quiet she wondered why. Then she saw it. Her locker had been
painted black with pictures of skulls, ghosts, tombstones and even a Grim
Reaper with R.I.P. across the top. She heard snickers. The cruel words of the
crowd beat at her already tattered heart until all that she had left was her pride.
She would not give them what they wanted.

"I love it and it fits my personality, don't you think? Thank you all so much."
Everyone was stunned, and soon the gawkers scattered.
Friday night high school football was the thing to do in a small town.
"Hey, new girl," said a boy she had seen but didn't know.
She looked up and recognized the popular kids from school.
"My name is Savy."
The handsome senior in a cowboy hat said, "We have a dare for you. We dare

you to walk down the haunted road."
"How is it haunted?" she said, giving them a doubtful look.
A girl with a pixie cut said, "Supposedly the husband and wife were arguing

and the husband didn't see the deer. They were both killed instantly, now they
haunt the road."

Savy didn't believe in ghosts or hauntings. At least the woman died with him
and didn't carry around the guilt and regrets of having lived, she thought sadly.

"It's true," snickered a boy dressed in a polo shirt.

"I'll take the dare," she said smiling.
The beginning of the dirt road was visible, but the rest was swallowed up in

darkness.
"No flashlights," said the girl with the pixie cut.

Great, thought Savy, no light from the moon or stars either. It seems as the
heavens are saying, No help from us tonight either.

The cowboy said, "If you're not back in one hour, we're gone."
Walking down the dirt road she was soon engulfed by the

darkness. On either side of the road were Mesquite
trees, brush and cacti. She felt the darkness

closing in on her as she walked. She realized
that it was cold, almost too cold for the

season.
Stop it, Savy, you're scaring yourself,

she thought to herself.

Suddenly something white floated
behind the trees. Stifling a scream,
she looked around her. Nothing, she

was still alone and terrified.
"It's not real, just keep one foot

in front of the other," she kept telling
herself. She felt a breeze, despite the

stillness of the night. She wrapped her arms
around herself as she hurried on into the night.

If ghosts do exists, she thought sadly, why hadn't Mom
visited me?

"Mom!" she screamed. No answer.

Determined not to give up she swallowed the fear and kept walking. The
path was ending. Then she saw the house and the old man sitting on the porch.

"You lost, gal?" he asked.

"No, sir."
"Then why are you on my property?"
She hesitated for an instant and answered, "A dare."

"As you can see, I am flesh and blood," he said, "and I want to be left alone.
I lost the Missus several years ago."

"My Mom died this year. I don't know how to deal with it. Tonight, part of
me wanted to believe in ghosts. I wanted to talk to my Mom," Savy responded
gently.

The old man spit into an old tin cup, "Well you can," he said. "I talk to my
wife all the time."

"Does she answer you?"
"No, but it makes me feel closer to her," he replied.
"Why do you hide way out here," Savy asked?
"I'm a man and have lived my life. Now I just want to sit in my rocker and

remember the good times the Missus and I had. You still have a full life ahead
of you," he said, not unkindly.

"It feels as if my life is over," lamented Savy.
"Naw," the old man said, "it's just a pause in your life. I bet your Mama

wouldn't want you to stop living because she's gone."
With tears streaming down her face she choked out, "No, sir."
"Remember, she is always with you in your heart and your memories."
"Yes sir. I apologize for being on your property," replied Savy.
As she turned around and headed back down the road, she finally began to

understand her sorrow. 4
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Submiied by Billy McBride, BraiAhaw Un i,

Well I've been always wondering how you
up and down this road could ever win

trying to loosen my heavy load while spreading yourself out
and it seems I play way too thin
the part of a fool just running wild

where I break some hearts and running blind
and had mine broke, too just to one day wake up

And I've done about everthing and find
under the sun That after all

that I thought would I've been through
feel like a little fun Oh, Lord all [ask of you

always wondering how is let it be a good day
I could ever win Oh, Lord let it be a good day

while spreading myself Now, if you find yourself
out way too thin on some one way
just running wild deadend street
and running blind and you know it's no
just to one day place for you to be

wake up and find feeling all hell bent and boun
That after all with no will or way

I've been through to turn around
Oh, Lord all I ask of you Well it's the wav the devil

is let it be a good day wants you to ftel
Oh, Lord let it be a good day and let me tell you

And then I found myself man awe it just not real
on some one ahavs wondering how

way deadend street you could ever win
and there were all kinds while spreading yourself
of people there to meet out way too thin

Feeling all hell bent just running wild
and bound and running blind

with no will or way to just to one day
turn around wake up and find

Well it's the way the devil That after all I've been through
wants you to feel Oh, Lord all I ask of you

and let me tell you, is let it be a good day
it's just not real Oh. Lord let it be a good day

1i#t

1

Submitted by Steven Garrett, Sego a IZnil

1 have to go to sleep
before lights out tonight,

tomorrow is commissary day
if my cellie is right.

I've never seen grown amen
so hungry and crazy,
when it's store day

not a single roach is lazy.
I wonder if these guys

act this wild in Wal-Mart?
When it's commissary day

the dorm can fall apart.
Soap, powder, chips,

beans, coffee, candy and Sprite,
I hope my neighbor

doesn't eat burritos all night.

That guy hasn't been up

for necessities in weeks,
he gets up for goodies

but not to change sheets.
Will they go in hunk order

or just open the door?
If you want to go-

keep your feet on the floor.
You'll change your wish list

a dozen different times,
adding and subtracting

all of your nickels and dimes.
When it's all over

you'll sit down to make a meal,
and then you will think,

"What a deal, what a deal!"

Eyes burn each other
and hatred flows.

The pain still exists
and it drastically shows.

jagged truths lay bare at our feet,
sowing all the wrong seeds

yet complaining of what we reap.
Take but not give,

greed brings corruption.
Smile while it hurts,

trying to mask our destruction.
Speak what you know,
not what you heard,
with no weapons left,

we kill them with words.
Hiding behind a face

of cosmetic paint
because the confidence inside

is ever so faint.
Frustrations for nothing,

so-called respect and attention,

~~11

SUiInIIIed by Shane b

1 stood there and watched
her taillights fade away
and disappear from sight.

Right then
my whole world changed

As my love, life and family
drove into the night.

I can't even be mad at her.
The blame rests

squarely on my own shoulders.
My insecurities, infidelity and

rampant drug use
are what turned cold that pre-

cious love of hers.
She forgave more than a person

should ever have to
And still she tried hard for so

many years.
I refused to see her determination

and strength and continued to
cause so many undeserved tears.

Looking back I'm amazed
she stayed as long as she did.

That's proof that love
truly is a powerful force.

She endured hurt and heartache
for love's sake.

And for as long as she could, she
stayed the course.

To me she personifies the true

i Young, H obby Om/

some celebrity status inside
a criminal detention.

Meaningless morals
for the devil's invention,

selling our souls

by our own admission.
Time ticks and days waste,

new problems formed,

old ones replaced.
Anxious for love,

merely high off the chase,
life is a flavor we no longer taste.

Legs don't respond

as we try to stand tall.
Blind to it all as we mindfully fall.

Change begins noiw,
not when tangible

freedom is granted.

A second chance for us all,
when will we understand it?

areli, Aobcriso ( /l i,

meaning of beautiful,
in body, mind and spirit.

She gave me her most prized
possession: her heart,

and like a fool, I broke it.
I should have seen it coming,

but I didn't.
Her leaving never even

crossed ny ind.
It seems so obvious to me now
but back then I was completely

self absorbed and blind.
I took her for granted

thinking she'd always be there,
and that proved

such a colossal mistake.
It's no wonder

regret and sorrow

fills my heart,
when poor choices

were all I chose to make.
I stood there and watched
her taillights fade away

and disappear from sight.
Right then

my whole world changed
as my love, life and family

drove off into the night.

i
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The man I never knew
Terence Potts

Beto Unit

never knew my dad. Seriously, I
met him once when I was five or
six years old. I remember that day
like yesterday. When I saw him he

looked down at me and said, "I'm your
best friend in the whole world." Then he
went into the house to talk to my Mom.
Something inside of me said, "That's
your daddy!" In my excitement I took
off running up the street to tell my big
brother. His dad and the dads of all my
friends were in their lives. They would
talk and play and go places together. The
kid in me needed and wanted that type
of relationship.

I don't want to take anything away
from my mom because when God
handed out mothers, I got the best.
My mom was everything a mother is
supposed to be and then some; but a
boy also needs his dad. When I rushed
back to the house, my dad was gone.
The man who claimed to be my 'best
friend' was gone and didn't bother to
stay to say goodbye.

Over the years I made attempts at
trying to locate him but was never able
to find him. I was an 18-year-old senior
in high school when my mom handed
me an obituary from the Dallas Morning
News with my dad's name in it. He died
in his late 4os; basically the same age I
am now. At the time I felt nothing: no
pain, no emotion, no tears. I did make
myself a promise that if I ever had
children, they would know who their
father was.

My first child was born when I was
2o; a beautiful baby girl. I would go on
to father three more children by my ex-
wife; my son Jonathon and then two
more beautiful daughters. I upheld my
vow by being a part of my children's
lives. The birth of my oldest daughter is
the only one I wasn't there for because I
was in California. I lost my son Jonathon
in the most tragic way imaginable two
days after I turned 40 in 2008. That day
was the most painful, saddest and most
heart-wrenching day of my life.

When Jon was about six years old,
I was driving down Hampton Road in
Dallas with him, just a boy and his dad
taking a road trip. I told him how I never
knew my father when I was his age. This
news shocked him because I had always
been in his life. He stared at me with
that stunned, innocent face that only
children can muster and said, "Aw man!
Daddy, if you wasn't in my life, I would
be really sad." As I heard those words
from my son, the tears started streaming
down my face like a faucet. My son was
absolutely right. Deep down inside I was
a sad young man because I never knew
the one man I desired to know. It took
the words of my son to realize that I truly
missed the man I never knew.

Thank you, Son, for your words of
wisdom. I love you and miss you more
than mere words can express. You are
forever in my heart (RIP).

I also love you, Dad. I've missed you
all of my life. 4

190 pounds. He has brown
eyes and possibly gray to silver
hair. Mr. Turner was last seen
wearing a straw cowboy hat, blue
short-sleeved shirt and blue jeans.
Mr. Turner walks with a cane.

TDCJ Crime Stoppers will pay from $50 up to $1,ooo for information
leading to the arrest, filing of charges, or indictment of a person or persons that
committed a felony crime or is a wanted fugitive. Crime Stoppers guarantees
your anonymity. 4

On being real Isaac Kievit

Beto Unit

Hear it every single day: the phrases "I'm keeping it real" and "Keep itone hundred" - but how real are you? How "straight up" can you be?
Most inmates, when asked about their crimes, will eventually transfer
responsibility and shift blame as in "She called the cops on me" and "I got

snitched off' - amongst other classic excuses. Rarely have I heard a man state
he was just doing wrong and is now paying the price.

Recently I was engaged in a conversation with a sage convict by the name of
Chip. We discussed the issue of accountability and just how real it is to the point
of almost being able to touch it. Right then and there I had a chance to be real,
and I took it I am serving a 25-year sentence and, honestly, the severity and the
nature of my crime called for much more time. Justice could have been more
severe, yet I must be thankful that it wasn't. That's "Real"ized.

Then I got even more real. I "Real"ized the fact that I alone made the choices
that led me to commit mistakes resulting in consequences on a very grand scale.
I thought about my victims - all of them, not just the ones at the scene of my
crime. I call it "My" crime because I own it. I can't put this one off on anyone else
this time. My poor victims. They say you always hurt the ones that you love the
most I never imagined that my beautiful, faithful-to-a-fault wife and five loving
children would become the biggest victims of all. Now it's getting really, really,
real. So let's cut the fat from the meat. Let's start with my wife. She was a part-
time bartender. She was a homemaker. Now she was forced to be a full-time
worker, homemaker, mother and father. Everywhere she went she was hounded
by people who knew that she was the wife of "that guy on the news." With not
enough money to make rent and electricity, she lost our condo and was forced
into a dilapidated trailer on a dangerous side of town. She is now on welfare, and
due to a lack of food and resources, our children were taken into state custody.
Christmas for them was spent in a foster home. This is my fault. I caused this.
The words "I'm sorry baby, I love you so much" cannot fix this. Is it real yet?

My children had to change schools due to bullying and ridicule from other
children because of what their dad did. Children are ruthless when out of earshot
of an adult. I can imagine the things my youngest daughter had to endure. I
wonder if she has realized yet that it's all my doing. How's that for real? I'm not
beating myself up. I was done kicking my own self after sentencing.

I'm just seeing it for what it is, really.
I see so many people in here whine and cry that their people are dragging

their feet and not writing or sending mail, and their wives are becoming
distant. Well, what do you expect? The world doesn't stop turning because you
came to prison. Not only did you turn lives upside down, you now want what?
Fifty bucks for lock down? Oh yeah I'll just take that out of my tip jar, or better
yet we can put off diapers for a week or two so you can have some coffee and
stamps to use to write us every day and remind us that you're NOT here to
take care of us and provide for us! How selfish are we, folks? How accountable
are we? There's no sense in even leaving prison in the first place if we don't
recognize and become accountable.

The word penitentiary means literally a place to find penitence - a place to
fix something, to pay what's owed, to learn a lesson. When Grandma said to "go
stand in that corner and think about what you have done," that corner became
a child's penitentiary. That child either thought about what he had done and
learned a lesson or eventually returned to the corner, maybe even graduated to
a sore hide and soapy mouth.

Sadly most of us will never get real. The concept of truth is basic. You can hide
it, convolute it, alter it, even deny its existence altogether, but no matter what
you do, there it is. It continues to exist. The truth will always stare you in the face
whether or not your eyes are open or closed or you even recognize its presence.
These things I write were amongst the hardest things in life to write about. It
took years to recognize these ugly, raw facts, and I'm still trying to digest it all.
If you are reading this, I hope you will learn from my mistakes and get real with
yourself. Try taking complete accountability for once. Own it. It won't get you
out of prison now. It won't bring the wife back.

And it won't pay the rent, but you might be able to look yourself in the eye with
some dignity and maybe even sleep better tonight Healing comes from within.

How's that for real? No one said it was pretty.
Editor's Note: Get in involved in TDCJand WSD programming. It is designed

to assist the incarcerated. 4
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Gurney Unit GED graduates are C. Acosta, J. Assed, J. Bartlett, D. Berry,
C. Blackwood, J. Breedon, B. Bridges, A. Galindo, F. Gallardo, J. Gee,
W. Haywood, C. Healy, D. Jones, J. Kelly, J. MacDonald, T. Montgomery,
D. Moore, A. Morris, E. Munoz, C. Neel, P. Olvera, A. Ponce, A. Reyes,
R. Rosales-Ramirez, L. Solomon, T. Stoliker, S. Stancart, C. Sustaita, K. Tarpley,
J. Torres, K. Velasco, J. White, D. Whitney, B. Yeager and B. Zagal.
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Dalhart Unit CHANGES graduates are D. Maciel, C. Brown,
M. Hernandez, A. Coleman, N. Hood, D. Towery, J. Herrara,
I. Rodriguez, C. Clayton, E. Cavazio, J. Sword, L. Ramirez,
J. Martinez and W. Deeds.

Jordan Unit GED graduates are M. Sidner, E. Davenport, L. Williams,
M. Frederickson, M. Howard, C. Lamb, T. Winn, R. Trujillo, J. Rivera,
M. Villanueva, M. Arevalo, J. Hernandez, A. Cantu and A. Melgoza.

Daniel Unit CHANGES graduates are J. ClarkD. Franklin,
P. Garcia and A. Hayes.
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Allred Unit small engine vocational graduates are J. Downs,
C. Cochnauer, T. Dyer, A. Lewis and C. Lillard.
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Daniel Unit CHANGES and Cognitive Intervention
Program graduates are N. Cavender, K. Moore,
F. Castillo, P. Cordry and Z. Pope.
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Daniel Unit computer maintenance and repair certification
completers are B. Baker, R. Cantu, D. Chandler. C.B. Fant,
C. Groze, B. Jones, J. Landrum, S. Lewis, J. Lexing, M. Marquez,
B. Massey, D Rogers, J. Wiggin and D. Young.

Stringfellow Unit volleyball champions are D. Saldana,
B. Brownfield, T. Wilkins, N. Trevino, C. Vuicid, G. Ramirez,
M. Madison and M. Martinez.

4m

Ney Unit GED graduates are P. Baldwin, G. Blue, I. Bonard, J. Chapa, M. Deloriea,
P. Hernandez, G. Mackinder, M. Mathison, D. May, A. Rochas, J. Sanchez,
L. Tijerina, R. Villazando and N. Waldenmaier.

Allred Unit electrical vocational graduates are R. Mangelli, S. Lynch,
C.E. Rivers and P. Sierra.

9

%I

Cole State Jail electrical and HVAC vocational graduates are
Q. Knox, G. McKenzie, C. Wieland, D. Chumlet, D. Dowling
and J. Garza.

Dalhart Unit GED graduates are D. Gasca,
B. Thompson, W. Akin, E. Gonzales, L. Ramirez and
N. Thomas.
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The Legislature chose the latter, investing approximately $240 million in various
strategies, much of it devoted to front-end diversion programs, but also including
treatment while incarcerated and alternatives to revocation for parolees who commit
technical violations."

Clark added that the state has continued to invest in those initiatives. That has led
to a decreasing prison population. As of November 2015, TDCJ was home to 148,204
inmates. In 2007, the population was 155,319.

As a result of the population decrease, TDCJ has closed
three facilities over the past eight years.4

To prepare inmates for release, the agency provides
educational opportunities, rehabilitative programs and re-
entry initiatives.

"While this is one of the lowest (recidivism) rates in the
nation, we recognize there is always more work to be done,"
Clark said. "The ultimate goal is to get that number as close
to zero as possible."

J. White sits on the opposite end of the bus station
bench from Thomas, working to attach a buckle he just
bought to his belt. He also was just released from the
"Walls" following a two-year stint at the Hutchins State After being released fro
Jail in Dallas for possession of a controlled substance. Unit, former offenders

While he was incarcerated at the Beto Unit in Anderson purchase supplies at

County for a previous charge, White took advantage of Greyhound Bus station
learning a trade through one of the many vocational Photo by Joshua Yates/Th
training programs offered by TDCJ through the Windham
School District (WSD). Even though he's a repeat offender, White is optimistic this time
that his welding skills will help him avoid going back to prison.

"I'm going to get a job and go to work," the 48-year-old Dallas native said as he paused
to wipe the sweat from his forehead.

"I hope that someday I can open up my own welding business, but right now I'm
concentrated on finding a place to live so I can begin to get back on my feet now that
I'm free."

I have to make sure they get the right medical treatment, and I even investigate the
accident, or incident and report it.

I also process any incoming or outgoing insurance claims," Granados says.
"I started out as a regular laborer, straight off the shelf, doing the grunt work

with a shovel, and I never complained once. Why not?" he asks. "Because I was
incarcerated for 17 years. I worked for free. And now I'm actually getting paid.
What's to complain about? I got out on Sept. 1 of 2010, and I came to prison in
1993. I was here because I committed a murder. But I worked my way up, and I
did it in three years."

At age 21, Granados was incarcerated, angry, and intent on hurting others.
Fortunately, a fellow offender gave him the advice he needed to change his negative
response.

"I just couldn't stop being stupid," he recalls. "The anger was still roiling inside
of me, until my homie told me to go to school and get an education. So finally, I
got my GED, tool :an classes that N ere offered and got myself into The craft shop."
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The WSD offers inmates the opportunity to turn things around and develop skills to
help them once they are released from prison.

Besides vocational studies, inmates can take reading, math, science, social studies and
language, which includes writing classes to prepare them for the rest to get their General
Educational Development (GED) diploma.

The district also offers behavioral and life skills programs,
all with the goal to put inmates in a position to secure higher-
paying jobs upon their release.

In2o15,66percentofthe7O,311inmatesreleasedfromTexas
prisons participated in one or more Windham educational
programs during the history of their incarceration.

"Job readiness reduces recidivism by helping men and
women transform their lives by becoming valued employees,
better family members and contributors to their communities
once they return home," Windham spokeswoman B. Kiser
said.

"WSD's programs are taught by certified teachers and
include high-level vocational, academic and life skills

the Huntsville "Walls" instruction, giving many students their first opportunity
ake phone calls and to experience academic success, prepare for the current
e Supply Store and job market and develop the confidence needed to continueoFb miarke a d oh ni

Son r ay morning.
h e H un tsville Item making positive life changes and stay out of prison."

Thomas was working toward taking the GED test in March
when news came that he was being released. His plan is to

finish up at community college so he can get a "good job."
For now, Thomas knows he has a major hurdle to clear to ensure this is his last stay

behind bars - beating addiction.
"I have written a few treatment centers in Austin and a few of them have responded

to me," Thomas said between drags off his cigarette. "Me and my family are going to sit
down and talk about it. Well see what's to come." 4

He credits WSD's CHANGES pre-release program for getting his attention about
behavioral change.

"In CHANGES, they teach us to stop and think, to analyze, to be cautious," he
says. Granados emphasizes the importance of taking schooling seriously during
incarceration. He tells offenders, "I want you guys to realize that everything these
teachers are going to tell you is very useful, and at some point in time you are going
to ask, 'Is this going to meet my needs? It may sound unrealistic at the time, but
you will remember it."'

Granados soon found that the combination of academics, behavioral change and
job training programs would help him transition from 17 years of incarceration to
employment and a clean life in the free world.

"I made my choice. This is what I want to do; something legitimate," he says.
"Upon release, I first found a job with a company that was willing to hire me and
accept me into their unique environment."

Granados started at a low-paying job, but worked his way up to Yantis. Now,
he owns his own home and vehicle, bought with "...my money, not drug money;
nothing illegal, but with the money I earned first with the shovel, and then with
my intellect, brain, passion and drive. Now I'm a family man blessed with two
beautiful children and a beautiful wife."

The process of gaining a job after being incarcerated was not easy, and Granados
tells others it is difficult being an exconvict in the working world.

"I was scared about being an ex-con and having the X on my back," he says.
"Convict means different things to different people. It means cheater, liar,
criminal, deviant and failure. You don't get an even chance. I just wanted an equal
opportunity.

"What is needed to succeed and get that opportunity?" he asks. "It takes initiative,
drive and will power. You will have plenty of setbacks and get kicked in the teeth,
but you have to hang in there. Nothing is going to be handed to you; you have to
prepare, work for it and stay positive and determined."

Today Granados is an OSHA outreach trainer and he's working on earning a
bachelor's degree, his Certified Safety Health Official license, and his Certified
Erosion, Sediment, Storm Water Inspectors license. He remains focused en
building a new life. He says his family is his joy, his work is his pride, and his
future is staked on the most important thing: change.

"Our change has to come from within," he says. 4
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When we get there

The fourth parole set-offwasn't much different from
the previous ones. The paper
the parole officer handed me

stated the same reasons for denial as
before. I tell myself not to obsess on
the wording, but each year I read over
those reasons to see if they still affect
me as deeply. They do.

Here is the unflinching truth. Texas
law establishes and gives authority to
the Board of Pardons and Paroles. The
board has the right to make whatever
decision they deem appropriate.
Victims and officials from the county of
conviction have the right to be notified
and provided with an opportunity to
voice their concerns.

Offenders have the "right" to be
considered for parole based on their
eligibility as determined by the law
at the time of conviction. The term
"right" is an important concept. The
legal definition of the word basically
means something that people or the
government is allowed to do or have
according to the law. Understanding
the rights of everyone involved should

help us all not feel singled out for unfair

- ,

treatment. This doesn't mean we have
to like all the elements of the process.
Offenders get frustrated with parole
decisions. Victims get frustrated with
sentencing and eligibility. But Texas
law infuses the entire system with
legitimate power and authority as
administered through the Board of
Pardons and Paroles.

That being said, a denial still hurts.
Oh, I know and accept the truth
about everyone's rights, roles and
responsibility. I've even changed my
magical thinking (which is wishing
and expecting a reality to simply not
be reality just because I don't want it
to be) to positive thinking (which is

I n "The Shack", author PaulYoung tells the story of a fa-
ther of three named Mackenzie
(Mack). He is afflicted by some-

thing called the Great Sadness, at-
tributed to the kidnapping and mur-
der of his youngest daughter, Missy.
Her remains were found at a desolate
rundown shack deep in the moun-
tains. The experience was so horrific
that Mack shut out his spirituality in
anger. Mack figured that if this terri-
ble situation is the result of following
the Grand Architect (aka God), then
there isn't any point in having any
faith in the Almighty.

One day, Mack receives a hand-
written note signed "Papa" (a pet
name for the Grand Architect used
by his wife, Nan), telling him to meet
the Almighty at the Shack-the sym-
bol and source of his deepest pain.
Uncertain, Mack decides to go, be-
cause in spite of his anger and de-
pression, he wants answers.

Deidre McDonald, Carole Young Unit

What began as uncertainty and
fear turned into a unique week-
end retreat. The run down shack
and unruly landscape miraculously
transforms into a cabin amid a swirl
of beautiful scenery. Mack spends
the weekend with three people who
actually represent the inner nature
of the Grand Architect. To paint a
picture in a way Mack will under-
stand, the Grand Architect first ap-
pears as a large jovial black wom-
an who uses metaphors in order
to connect with Mack on a deep,
spiritual level. Also present are two
others, a Hebrew carpenter and an
Oriental philosopher. They remain
there in the cabin living and loving
as a family. Mack is there to heal
the wound that grew inside of him
at the loss of his daughter.

If anyone has ever lost someone
close to them or has experienced
tragedy, then you know that when
all you can see is pain and you may

Contributing Writer

a shift to having a positive attitude
about whatever reality is). Yet denial
still hurts. I experience a tremendous
amount of disappointment. The
words on that paper sting. I feel
rejected as a person. I feel like a
failure all over again. This means
more than just not going home. It
symbolizes a lot more to me. I don't
think I'm alone in these feelings.

In some strange way though, I think
these feelings can be a good sign. If I
don't want to be rejected by society
and my community, if I don't want
to be a failure, if I don't want to be
written off as a hopeless cause, then I
won't be. Because what we really don't
want, we won't do.

Yet, in this moment, denial still
hurts. What can we do when we've
done all we can? We just keep going.
We have to encourage each other
to never give up, or give in to the
frustration, but instead, keep going.
One day there will be a light at the end
of the tunnel. What will it reveal about
us when we get there? 4

Young'

lose sight of faith and hope. There
is no easy answer to take away the
suffering that comes from loss.
Life and healing takes patience
and a lot of effort.

Mack struggles to make sense of
his grief and to locate a ray of hope in
the midst of all the despair. By turn-
ing Missy's tragedy into something
that fuels his faith, Mack is able to
move forward. Darkness turns to
light, and anger and sadness turn
into acceptance and understanding.

"The Shack" made me realize that
there is a reason for everything, even
tragedy. We can't forget that in the
midst of pain and heartache, we are
still surrounded by beauty, creation,
art and music, culture, laughter,
love, reconciliation and forgiveness.
Don't take life for granted. Turn your
shack into a cabin.

I'd give away the story if I told you
more, so I highly recommend this book
to anyone in search of answers. 4

KENDALLNEEZYJ
LUCIOUI LAMAGNA

Kendall Hard Cantu

Bridgeport PPT

Ingredients:
3 beef soups
I chicken chili
bread
I tortilla package
I Squeeze Cheese

2 cream cheese packs
1 bag of Cheese Puffs
I beef tip pack, chopped
1 V8 juice
I ketchup
1 ranch dressing

Directions:
In large spread bowl, lay bread
for bottom. Place noodles unbro-
ken in hot water to cook. Spread
chicken chili over bread. Spread
some noodles over chicken chili.
Pour V8 to soak into layer of noo-
dles. Layer cream cheese. Spread
tortillas on top. Layer chopped
beef tips, add another layer of
noodles, sprinkle seasoning. Pour
V8 on top. Continue layering. Top
with V8 and ketchup, Cheese
Puffs, cheese and ranch dressing
to taste.

INICKER DOODLE DELUXE
Shardae Babino and Bredsnet Taylor

Mountain View Unit

Ingredients:
I Snickers with almonds candy bar
/2 spoon of peanut butter

1 nutty bar
2 packs cream cheese
1 vanilla cream cookie
3 spoons hot chocolate mix
6 spoons of water

Directions:
Separate the filling from the cookies
and place in a mug. Crush cookies
into fine powder and place in bowl.
Add peanut butter, hot chocolate
mix and the two cream cheese
packets in the mug with the cookie
filling. Add the 6 spoons of water to
the cookie powder making dough.
Crush the nutty bar and knead into
the dough, along with the Snickers
and form a cake in the bowl. Mix
all the ingredients in your cup until
you have a thick icing. Spread ic-
ing over the cake and let sit for 2-3
hours. Enjoy!

Book review:

'The Shack' by Paul I
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Letter from WSD:
WSD explains program expaI our continuing series on the changes and improvements in

the Windham School District (WSD) Vocational Trades and1
Career and Technical Education certifications, we would like
to share WSD's plan for program expansion. New course lengths,1

course offerings and training opportunities are becoming available for men and
women in TDCJ.

In the past, courses in vocational trades matched the course
requirements for Windham, rather than just the hours needed for
certification. While completing the total hours in a course will provide additional
skill practice, many students finished the skills much faster than the course was
completed. We are working with the craftsmen in our schools to determine
the adequate number of course hours for skill completion and will be reducing
the number of hours for most of our courses. Rest assured that you will get the1
appropriate number of hours that industry requires for certification, along withI
enough practice time to become comfortable with the skills in the classroom.
The course can then be completed with fewer contact hours in most cases. ThoseI
individuals with a short-term projected released date may now be able to complete
a course, which was not possible before this change.

Additionally, we will be separating the basic "core" skills for most
National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER)
certification classes. These "core" classes carry a certification which employers
want for entry level workers. After completion of the "core", the student may
choose a specific NCCER trade such as welding, plumbing, electrical technician,
pipe fitting, or construction carpentry as a continuation of the trades up through
NCCER Level I. These classes will also be shorter in duration than in the past.

We are also adding more Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) instructors so students may enroll in the short
OSHA training that is required by so many employers prior to being hired in the
industrial trades. The OSHA classes will be open to most offenders and not limited
to just those with the typical Windham priority criteria. Now almost anyone can
work to improve their skills to get a high-paying job.

Library Corer

'To acquire the habit of reading is to constructfor

yourself a refuge from almost all miseries of life.'

- Samuel Maugham
The Mountain View Unit's library book circulation has been steadily
increasing over the past few years. In 2010, the circulation was 13,182

with 7,268 library visits. The circulation for 2015 was 19,875 with

10,423 library visits by offenders. While provided by WSD, the library
serves the unit population.

r
Rt

Library assistants continually
organize books.

Windham is also adding a significant number of valuable additional
training opportunities in the technical fields. Copper and fiber optic
cabling, audio visual installation, energy management system programming and
telecommunications are several industry-recognized certifications that will be
added to many of the state jail units. With these courses, students will be able to
land high-paying jobs in the Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM)
career'industries. Additionally, classes to support these career clusters, such as
Electronics Service Technician, will be added to course offerings. Students who
have time to complete additional certifications can now add technology installation
to their skill set.

Windham has also started adding course support materials for
those who may not be enrolled in WSD. Self-study vocational certification
programs are being piloted on some units. This will be accomplished with the
addition of industry trade code books to the libraries for individuals with a state
license in a trade. Prior to their release, these individuals will be able to catch up
on changes to the codes.

In still another pilot program, Windham is working closely with
TDCJ to offer self-paced training programs leading to industry-
recognized certifications. In these classes, students will be able to check out
study guides and materials for selected certifications and when they are ready,
put in an I-6o requesting testing. At that time, they will be scheduled for a
certification test by Windham.

As you can see, there are many exciting additions and changes to
the Windham programs. We want you to be successful in reentry and
are working closely with TDCJ to provide opportunities for you to become job-
ready, improve your academic ability and develop a plan to change your life on
release. Please consider these opportunities. We are proud to help you prepare for
employment, make life changes and create your own success story.

We are Windham. Are you ready to join us? 4

Library Assistant P. Blanchard gave several reasons for the noticeable 51 percent
increase in visits:

1. Books are returned on time.
2. Offenders treat books with respect so books are circulated many times.
3. Many offenders receive books from the free world and after they have read

them, the offenders donate the books to the library so everyone may enjoy
new material.

4. The excellent offender library clerks are helpful, keep the library in order and
make finding a book easy.

She said the library is organized, neat, decorated and welcoming. This is made
possible by the hard work of offender library clerks T. Johnson, N. Lewis and S.
Maloney. In addition, the reading incentive for "Miracle on Luckie Street" is still in
progress. Congratulations to T. Nabors for receiving her certificate after reading and
passing the test at Mountain View.

WSD Library Services commends Ms. Blanchard for her dedication and enthusiasm
in inspiring offenders to read. You are appreciated.

Did You Know?
Sibmitted by . Richmond. Aired (UnJit Librarian

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Cleopatra Nrote a book about makeup.
There are more libraries in Britain's prisons than there are in its schools.
The most common sentence in the Harry Potter books is "Nothing happened."
The movie Blade Runner was based on a novel by Philip K. Dick. Director Ridley
Scott never finished the book, and Philip Dick never saw the film.
Robert Louis Stevenson dreamed the plot of "Dr. ,Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
"Games of Thrones" author George R.R. Martin adopted the "R.R." as homage
to Tolkien.
lce-T's real name is Tracy Lauren Marrow.
The film "Gone with the Wind" is banned in North Korea, but virtually every
adult there has read tyre book.

T. Nabors displays a reading
incentive certificate for "Miracle on
Luckie Street."
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